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,
Andrew Brody
Harvard Economic Research Project
March 1, 1965

COMPUTABLE PRICE SYSTEMS

A unified mathematical model is given for the three different
types of price systems, proposed in Hungary. (The "value"
prices, "production" prices, and "two-channel" prices.)
Although these price systems are founded in the labor theory
of value, they have interesting maximum properties, and they
might be interpreted under certain special but operative
assumptions as shadow price systems too.

In Hungary as generally in socialist countries a debate is going on about
the "best" type of price system.

The discussion involves naturally the problem of

the "best" system of incentives, and aims to reshape the "rules of the economic
game."

Without going into economic, political and indeed philosophical detail, but

not without striving for some answers in the broader context, I will try to abstract
and limit the question as strictly as possible and only attempt to give an acceptable
mathematical organisation of the three different types of price systems, so far
proposed.
I am excluding at the outset the practical possibility of a fourth, already
proposed type of price system, that of the shadow prices, pertaining to some
nationwide economic program."

0

optimal

For the time being we do not possess the necessary

information, are not enough skilled in making such models, and despite the impressive
pioneering efforts of John Kornai and his cohorts, all we can hope for in the
following 3-3 years is scientific results.

One of the most interesting questions

to treat is whether these shadow prices will be stable under practical circumstances
There is a theoretically well founded suspicion that the shadow price system, being
~

discontinuous, nonaualytical, function of the preliminary data, will behave in a

somewhat erratic manner.

That is: after making slight

and common sense changes in

the objective function and the underlying data, the shadow price system may answer

2.
with jumps of unpredictable order.*
Let us turn now to the three proposed, computable and provenly stable
price systems.

The first of them is the so called value price system or rather value

proportional price system.
Denoting this price system with the vector p, the usual Leontief flow
coefficient matrix with A, and the labor input coefficients with the vector m, we
can establish the familiar equation:
(1)

p' =p'A+m'

Here 'means transposition (row vectors).

It is implied that we somehow succeeded

in homogenizing the different kinds of labor inputs and have some common denominator,
some equivalent of "simple hours of labor."

I will try to demonstrate later that

this implication is by no means necessary and can be circumvented.
Now I would like to prove two theorems:
(a) Under the circumstances of a self-perpetuating system this sort of .price system
is indeed properly orienting.
(b) Choosing any other commodity in the system, or any combination of these commodities, as the source or measure of value, the resulting price system has the same
invariable proportions.
The notions introduced in the above theorems need more exact definition
and further commentary.
A self-perpetuating system is one which completely consumes all its outputs
as inputs so that its production levels do not change.
such an operation is called "simple reproduction~•

In Marxist terminology

The coefficient matrix, A*, of

such a necessarily closed economy would be a non-negative, indecomposable matrix,
*

It is paradoxical, but if a shadow price system turns out to be stable in all
its proportions then the equivalent unique "optimal program" can be realised
without any price system by simply giving the necessary directives for allocation
By embracing all the decision problems a programming model leaves us with no
remaining choices after its solution, and so there is no need whatsoever for
prices.
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having as its largest characteristic value the number 1. This is so, because the
constancy of production levels, x, implies A*x = x, accordingly xis a characteristic
vector, corresponding to the characteristic value 1.

If growth should be possible

(or some output is not consumed) then clearly we should have A*x
x

~

< x, for some

O; consequently, growth is possible if and only if the largest characteristic

value of the closed system is less than 1.

(The matrix A* must, of course, contain

within itsflow elements the wear and tear, maintenance and replacement of machinery,
equipment, buildings, etc.)
Such a self-perpetuating system could be thought of as a community of
artisans and peasants in mediaeval times.

Everybody owns his means of production,

there is division of labour, and the scale of production is unchanging from year to
year.

The proceeds of work are consumed to maintain the producers themselves.

This first step of commodity production gave rise originally to theories of value,
of "just price," reflected in mediaeval Thomism, and influencing Ricardo.
We can easily construct such an A* matrix from the flow matrix A.

All

we need is to border it with the row vector m' and the household input coefficient
column vector, say h.

The rationale of this bordering amounts to considering the

household sedor, h=.:_, the living labor or labor power, as a commodity which in
no ways differs from other commodities.

This "cruel" step was taken already by

Ricardo.
So the detailed form of the matrix A* will be:

A*=

(2)

[ A

m'

h 1
0

It is all the same whether we place O in the corner, netting out intrasector transactions, or whether we carry some coefficient of the household-to-household services.
Now the value price system vector, (p', 1) - where 1 stands for the price
of one unit of labor, the "numeraire" - is a characteristic vector of A*, since

4.
(3)

(p' , 1) A*= (p' , 1)

[!, ' tJ = (p'A+m'

, p'h) = (p' , 1)

But a characteristic vector always characterizes a whole matrix and not
simply one particular row (in this case m') of the matrix.

Thus we may begin

solving equation (3) with any other row vector in place of m.

Of course, the

corresponding inverse, (E-A)- 1 , the solution of equation (l),is now formed from the
matrix A*, after dropping the row and column in question.

The resulting price

vector will always be the characteristic vector, (p' , 1), or some multiple of this
vector - whether we have a value price system, or only compute the total (direct
and indirect) inputs of energy, or fuel, or steel, or whatever else we want to
compute.
This proves ourttheorem (b), and at the same time makes the homogenizing
of labor inputs superfluous.

Indeed we can have as many different kinds of labor

inputs, m , m2 , ••• , mk, as we want.
1

As long as we are able to collect adequate

data for the corresponding h 1 , h 2 , ••• ,~consumption patterns (and as long as the
matrix is still indecomposable

the resulting price system will be unique.

I

believe this possibility - at least theoretically - solves the problem of homogenizint
the labor input, without recourse to the market, or to marginal analysis.
To prove theorem (a) we now need a clearcut definitionfor the notion
"properly orienting."

That is, in the first instance, we have to define somehow,

in a fairly general manner, the final purpose of economic activity.
For a community, in the situation of the above "simple reproduction," it
would emerge quite naturally that it could consider itself as being "on the same
level 0 so long as it may pursue simple reproduction.

The community would be

"better off" if it would be able to secure economic growth, and it would be
"worse off" if decay is inevitable.

The decision problem when facing the possibi-

lity of a new technology for some product should be evaluated accordingly.
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Let us characterize a possible new activity for producing the commodity
by the activity vector (aj , mj).

We can now call a price system (p 1

,

j

1)

properly orienting, when
better off

< Pj
= p.
J

implies being on the same level
worse off

> pj

after substituting this new activity for the older one.
That is: when the would-be price of the product of the new technology in
the old price system is less than the old product's price, then this new
technology should make growth possible.

If it is equal then it should give an

alternative for simple reproduction and if it is greater then there should be
no possibility any more for reproduction, and decay should be inevitable.
But our characteristic vector price system surely has this property
and so is properly orienting.
tution in the j column by

A*

Namely - denoting the matrix A* after the substiand supposing improvement in the technology - we

will have:
(p 1

,

1) A*

~ (p

1

,

1)

By a result of Frobenius,

with strict inequality in one, the j-th, element.

sharpened by Ostrowsky and Birkhoff, for non-negative indecomposable matrices,
we know that the largest characteristic value of
less than 1.

A*

is in this case strictly

Thus some sort of growth is possible, while before the substitution

only self-perpetuation was possible.
Or, if the community prefers it, every member can have now greater h
consumption coefficients without jeopardizing simple reproduction.
Similarreasoning can be followed for the other alternatives, and indeed
it is not difficult· to prove the converse of theorem (a) also.

That is it can

be shown that the only price system possessing the above property is the unique
positive characteristic vector of the matrix A*.

6.
The second of the prop-0sed price systemsis the production price system
This price system, after covering the costs of the flow inputs (including depreciation), allows a uniform rate of return on investment.

That is:

p' = p'A + m' + pp'B.

(4)

Here B stands for the investment matrix and p for the uniform rate of
return, or, in Ricardian and Marxist terminology, average rate of profit.

The

equation (3) is obviously the dual form of the well-known open dynamic Leontief
model.
This price system has a very interesting property:

it values the products

according to the total investment tied up in the respective production processes.
This property can be demonstrated in the following manner:
Denoting p 1 B = c', the elements of the c vector are the amounts invested (directly) in the production of the respective unitscf commodities, i.e., they are the
familiar capital/output ratios.

Forming now the row vector (c', 0), where O denotes

the absence of investment in the household sector itself, and using the matrix A*
defined in equation (2), we can easily transform equation (4) to the equivalent
equation
(5)

(p' , 1) = (p' , l)A* + p (c' , 0)

The solution of this equation now is
(p' , 1) = p (c' , 0) (E - A*)-l •

This shows that the price system is indeed proportional to the total
(direct and indirect) capital requirements.

The Leontief-inverse formed with the

matrix A* if multiplied with a vector proportional to direct capital investments
adds up all the direct and indirect capital inputs.

At the same time the equation

clearly indicates, that in order to have any solution, the largest characteristic
value of A* should be less than 1, otherwise the power series E+A*+ ••• +A*n+ ••• is
not convergent and does not give meaningful economic results.

7.
According to the labor theory of value originally equal amounts of labor
exchange on the market.

But after economic growth has taken place and the production

price system is established, i.e., a uniform "average rate of profit" is forced upon
the system, equal amounts of capital will exchange on the market.
I believed the alleged "gap" between the first and the third volume of
Marx's Capital, that is the so-called "transformation problem." can easily be solved
when we understand that in higher forms of commodity production, under capitalism,
not equal amounts of labor, but equal amounts of capital are exchanged on the market.
With the advent of economic growth time plays a new role in the economic system.

It

is not only the simple role of labor time, but the second and very intricate role
which has an important effect: the time-span in which these products of simple labor
time are tied up, fixed in the economic activity.
bolism of physics - if the "dimension" of value is

So - speaking in the usual sym[manpowerl • [time]

correct dimension for capital is [manpower]• [time] 2 , that is

then the

capital is nothing

else than the twice iterated integral of manpower over · time.
But the last equation still gives a false appearance for p.
is not independent from the matrices A* and B.

In reality p

Indeed it becomes uniquely determined

if we express equation (5) in another way.
To do this, we have to border the matrix B (for the time being only for
notational elegance). That is
(6)

=

[ B,

Ol

0, 0 -

Now we can express our production price system, as a variant of equation (4):
(7)

This simple transformation gives us two further clues:
(a) The production price system is once again a characteristic vector, belonging to
the matrix [A*+ pB+], which in turn should have a largest characteristic value
equal to 1.
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(b) Thus the value of pis unique.

(I omit the proof which is simple.)

The striking resemblance of equations (7) and (3), the fact that the
production price system is also a characteristic vector, allows us now to reason
(mutatis mutandis) in the same way, and to prove similar theorems as in the cai:eof
the value price system.

Without going into the proofs I would prefer to comment.

(a) We can compute the characteristic vector of equation (7) by solving equation
(4), that is, we can start with labor inputs and derive a price system consistent with the labor theory of value.
approach.

But there is no need to stick to this

We can choose instead any other commodity in the system, and the

resulting price vector would be, up to a multiplicative factor, the same.
(b) But we can reverse our perspective, and can ask:

What sort of price system

would be properly orienting for a community aiming at the maximization of p?
The answer turns up with the same characteristic vector, as the unique properly
orienting price system.
now by a somewhat

Of course the necessary information will be

more complicated scalar product.

furnished

Namely if the new techno•

logy has the flow coefficients (aj , mj) and the investment coefficients (bj , 0)
then the scalar product, which is to be formed for evaluation, will be
(p' , 1) [a j:~b j]
J

That is, on this pretty abstract level, the properly orienting "interest rate~
o,is identical with the average rate of profit and the equilibrium rate of
growth.
The moral of the whole story seems to be, that if we handle manpower as
just one of the numerous connuodities then we can bridge a piece of the gap between
labor theory and marginalism, via the familiar shadow-prices.

Or, really, in

equation (7) we have a system, which can be interpreted equally well by the labor
theory of value or by the pragmatic programming theoryv

*

Cf. John von Neumann's remark, that the Newton mechanics and the d'Alembert mechanics (close analogons in scientific approach to the normative "labor theory
and the "pragmatic" optimizing) can be proven mathematically equivalent. It is
not the approach but reality itself which is reflected in an exact mathematical
model.
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Only one comment remains and this will bring us to the third and last
type of the price systems.

Did we really handle, in equation (7), manpower the

same way as all the other commodities?

The answer is in the negative, because

in (6) we bordered our investment matrix with zeros in the household row and column.
This meant that we did not consider human capital at all, that we did not reckon
with the investment coefficients of this vast "industry.''

But we cannot neglect

this sort of investment whenever the labor market is tight, when there are no
ample resources of unused labor any more, i.e., in a more or less mature economy.
In some cases even in an "underdeveloped" economy there are serious bottleneck
problems, not with labor in general, but with skilled and highly trained labor in
particular.

And, of course, we must not neglect this problem in a socialist

economy, where the state has to defray all the vast expenses of nursing, education,
training, health, amounting not unfrequently up to 20-30% of national income.
is clearly considered

in welfare economics as the social costs of labor.

This

But

actually it is not only cost, but indeed investment.
These considerations led in Hungary to the almost universal theoretical
acceptance of a seemingly curious sort of price system, the so-called two-channel
price system.

The argument originally was on the following lines:

we should have

a price system, on cost basis, with a mark-up after investment.* But such a price
system would hamper

technological innovation.

In fact, we computed the prices of

some hundred products on this basis (we made extensive price computations, using the
several input-output tabulations we already possessed) and it was generally felt
that the wage rate would be exceedingly low, and so would not give sufficient
incentive to introduction of labor saving machinery.

At the same time we almost

always suffer an excess demand for labor, because of ou
low direct costs of labor.

high rate of growth and the

A possible solution to this rroblem

is to take into

account the social costs of labor and levy some sort of wage-tax.
* In 1964 January a 10 percent payment after invested funds was established in the
manufacturing industry.
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This solution was considered theoretically as an artful compromise between
value prices (with a mark-up £ter labor) and production prices (mark-up after investment).

However, the resulting price system, far from being a compromise, in reality

is only a very thorough production price system. Without any lengthy mathematical
proof one can interpret the wage-tax as a return on human capital.

Thus this third

price system can be again thought of as a characteristic vector of the matrix
A*+ pB*.

But the B* matrix now is bordered not by zeros, but with the proper in-

vestment coefficients of the household sector.
The actual investigation of these latter coefficient.a, the gathering of
the necessary statistical data is only in its beginnings.

But we already were able

to make some very rough computations, to the following effect:

it would be possible

to charge about 10 percent for invested funds, and some 25-35 percent on the payroll.

This indicates practically about 2 1/2 - 3 1/2 years of manwork invested for

each worker.

This investment of human capital is of course only the share defrayed

by the budget - the family investment being significantly higher.

An approximately

corresponding amount is invested by the family in consumer durables and semi-durables,
and about double or triple the amount is fixed in "goods-in-process,"~' in
youth.
It is an interesting fact and not difficult to understand that as we
augment the weight of human capital relative to all other sorts of invested funds,the
resulting

price system tends to the proportions of the value price system.

This

indeed was clearly brought out in the preliminary computations, but can be shown also
using simple mathematics.

Thus value prices and production prices, (the former

taking into account only human capital, the latter only non-human capital), are
only extreme instances of the two-channel price system.

And when human capital is

growing faster than all other kinds of capital, thea the price system comes closer

11.
and closer again to the original "outmoded" value price system.*

*
When faced with these points, western economists (who in curious contrast
to their relatively affluent society are reared on economics of scarcity), usually
make the objection: "So the constraints of the programming problem are increasing
with the same speed as the economy? That is really a very narrow and unoperative
assemption. u
But it is indeed not easy to see what sort of constraints we should have
at all in our "programming" model,
bodied and so are investments.
is already reckoned as such.
act as

when aiming at maximizing P•

Manpower is em-

The only constraint seems to be time itself but it
Indeed, land, mineral resources, etc. may possibly

constraints, but these too would be more artificial than real. (In the

Netherlands land was literally produced, by encroaching upon the sea.) And, historically, mankind did not switch from coal to oil, because of depletion of mines,
from oil to atomic energy because of depletion of wells.

Without denying that

sometimes a new and less efficient technology has been really forced upon mankind
when suddenly cut off from traditional sources (beet-sugar, synthetic petrol, and
so on), this, certainly has not been the general case.

*

I am strongly convinced that human capital is developing and growing much faster
than any sort of capital. The extension of the age when trained persons are
apt to enter business to 25-30 years, the ever increasing amount spent for
education and training, the vast increase in consumer durables, and indeed the
tremendous sums which are devoured by research - which really only produces the
persons with the necessary know-how - all this support my belief.
Or, - as
an early Italian economist, Galliani, said: "Il vero richezza .. e l'uomo." As
viewed from the point of all the human knowledge and skill accumulated, every
other kind of accumulated material wealth is indeed of a very perfunctory mature.

